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Abstract

The design of skeletons for expressing concurrent computations usually faces a conflict between software engineering demands and performance issues. Whereas the former favour versatile fine-grain skeletons that can be successively combined into larger programs, coarse-grain skeletons are more desirable from a performance perspective.

We describe a way out of this dilemma for array skeletons. In the functional array language SAC we internally represent individual array skeletons by one or more meta skeletons, called WITH-loops. The design of WITH-loops is carefully chosen to be versatile enough to cope with a large variety of skeletons, yet to be simple enough to allow for compilation into efficiently executable (parallel) code. Furthermore, WITH-loops are closed with respect to three tailor-made optimisation techniques, that systematically transform compositions of simple, computationally light-weight skeletons into few complex and computationally heavier-weight skeletons.
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1. Introduction

Array operators were first introduced as a mathematical notation in the context of APL [1,2]. Simple array operators, for example, are extensions of scalar operators and functions to multi-dimensional arrays in an element-wise manner. Other array operators leave element values untouched, but manipulate the layout of arrays. Examples that preserve the shapes of argument arrays are rotate and shift operators. In contrast, take and drop operators yield subarrays whose shapes depend on additional arguments. Finally, there are reduction operators that allow us, for example, to compute sums and products or minimum and maximum values of argument arrays. More sophisticated operations and entire application programs are constructed mostly by composition of these array operators.

Array operators have rather straightforward data parallel implementations [3]. Exchanging sequential implementations by parallel implementations turns an array program into a parallel program. All aspects
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of parallel program execution are confined in the array operators, which represent common patterns of data parallel execution. This analogy to algorithmic skeletons [4–8] motivates us to call array operators array skeletons if we want to put the emphasis on their parallel aspects.

Like the design of skeletal programming environments in general, the design of array skeletons faces a dilemma between good software engineering principles and the desire to achieve high runtime performance. Principles of good software engineering demand for a small number of orthogonal, general-purpose skeletons, which can easily be reused for different applications, and suggest to construct specific applications by composition. In contrast, high performance requires skeletons that are coarse-grain and application-specific, leaving little opportunities for code reuse.

One approach to have both, good design and good performance, could be an algebra of array skeletons, i.e., a set of reduction rules that replace some pattern of skeleton composition by a semantically equivalent though less expensive one. For example, we may replace the rotation of a vector by two elements to the left followed by a rotation by four elements to the right by a single rotation skeleton rotating the original vector by two elements to the right. Likewise, we may reduce taking the first ten elements of a vector followed by taking the first five elements of the intermediate vector to taking the first five elements of the original vector right away.

Unfortunately, such simple compositions rarely occur in practice. Worse, even simple compositions often require new or functionally extended skeletons for their proper representation. Consider as an example we would rotate a matrix by one element to the left and then by two elements downwards. In order to represent the combined operation by a single skeleton we need at least a rotation skeleton that is capable of simultaneously rotating arrays along multiple axes. Likewise, we may want to take the first ten elements of a vector and then drop the first five elements from the intermediate vector. The combined operation can only be expressed by a new skeleton that selects a subarray of some shape at some offset position.

In this paper we propose a different approach to achieve high runtime performance with a well designed collection of simple, general-purpose array skeletons and the principle of composition. We have developed this approach in the context of SAC (Single Assignment C) [9,10], a functional, implicitly parallel array skeleton language. On the programming language level SAC supports a similar collection of array skeletons as APl or as sketched out in the beginning. However, implementation-wise SAC follows new roads.

If we analyse the algebraic approach, as sketched out above, we can identify as the main limitation the need to find suitable representations for increasingly application-specific compositions of array skeletons within the set of existing skeletons. This either leads to an ineffectively small number of reduction rules or to an inflationary increase in the number of skeletons and their degree of specialisation. In essence, the problem lies in the fact that the usual array skeletons are not closed with respect to composition.

Our approach to circumvent this dilemma lies in the introduction of a meta-level skeleton, named WITH-loop. Our WITH-loops are carefully chosen abstractions of array skeletons. On the one hand, they are sufficiently powerful and versatile to express a large variety of array skeletons without losing genericity. On the other hand, they are restricted enough to allow us to generate efficiently executable (parallel) code from individual WITH-loops. Rather than hard-wiring a limited set of array skeletons both into our language definition and our compiler, we use these WITH-loops to implement standard array skeletons as user-defined functions and store them in a library. By inlining their definitions we establish an intermediate code representation that is exclusively made up of WITH-loops. They are carefully designed to be closed representations with respect to a collection of program transformations that systematically merge compositions of WITH-loops into single WITH-loops. Hence, WITH-loops form the basis of large-scale code transformations implemented as compiler optimisations in the SAC compiler.

We have identified three different types of composition: vertical, horizontal and nested composition. Each of them is addressed by a tailor-made optimisation technique. Vertical composition describes computational pipelines where the result of one WITH-loop becomes the argument of another WITH-loop. WITH-loop-folding [11] aims at shifting computational pipelines from the level of entire arrays to the level of individual elements. Vertical composition is characterised by multiple WITH-loops that compute separate results from the same or at least an overlapping set of arguments. In the absence of data dependences WITH-loop-fusion [12] aims at
merging them into a single WITH-loop that computes all results simultaneously. Nested composition occurs whenever element-level operations within a WITH-loop are in fact WITH-loops themselves rather than scalar code. WITH-loop-scalar-isation [13] aims at merging nested WITH-loops into single ones operating on the scalar level.

In a complex optimisation process we step-by-step transform deeply nested compositions of rather simple, general-purpose and computationally light-weight WITH-loops into few complex, application-specific and computationally heavier-weight WITH-loops. With respect to parallel execution these program transformations have the effect of eliminating superfluous synchronisation and communication events and, generally, improve the ratio between productive computations and organisational overhead.

We have implemented all three code transformation techniques, WITH-loop-folding, WITH-loop-fusion and WITH-loop-scalar-isation, in our SAC compiler and thoroughly investigated their impact on runtime performance. Until now, we have addressed the individual optimisation techniques mostly in isolation [11,14,12,13]. The contribution of this paper is to show how a combination of these techniques serves as a general mechanism for merging array skeletons in SAC.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the design of WITH-loops. In Section 3, we introduce our running example. Sections 4–6 introduce the three optimisation techniques and discuss their effect on the running example. Related work is presented in Sections 7 and 8 concludes.

2. With-loops in SAC

As the name suggests, SAC can be considered a functional variant of C. The basic idea is to restrict C in a way that guarantees a side-effect free setting. Essentially, this is achieved by eliminating global variables and pointers from C and by having a clear separation between expressions and assignments. All major language constructs from C such as conditionals, loops, assignments, function definitions, or function calls can be adopted without any change in their operational behaviour (for details see [9]).

On top of this language core SAC supports arrays as the only data structure. For manipulating these, several array skeletons are available. They resemble the functionality of the built-in operators in high-level array languages such as APL [1,2], J [15], or NIAL [16]. However, none of these skeletons is hard-wired into the compiler. Instead, all these skeletons are defined in terms of a meta-skeleton called WITH-loop. Its design is aimed at several goals:

1. WITH-loops need to be expressive enough to define all array skeletons.
2. It should also be possible to define rather complex problem-specific array operations in terms of one, or at least very few, WITH-loops.
3. Their design must be such that nestings of these constructs can be systematically transformed into fewer, more complex ones.
4. WITH-loops need to be suitable for compilation into concurrently executable code.

The most simple form of WITH-loops constitutes a mapping of an expression for computing an individual array element to all element positions of an array. It takes the general form

\[
\text{with (idx_vec): expr} \\
\text{genarray (shape)}
\]

where \(\text{idx_vec}\) is an identifier, \(\text{shape}\) denotes an expression that should evaluate to an integer vector and \(\text{expr}\) denotes an arbitrary expression. Such a WITH-loop defines exactly one array. Its dimensionality (also referred to as rank) is defined by the length of the vector computed from \(\text{shape}\) and the extents of the individual axes are given by that vector’s components. The elements of the result array are computed from the expression \(\text{expr}\).
As an example, consider the following WITH-loop:

```
with
  (iv): 42
genarray([3, 5])
```

Here, for each legal index vector position `iv` of the resulting array of shape `[3, 5]` we define the corresponding element to be `42`. Hence, we obtain as value for the above WITH-loop the matrix:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  42 & 42 & 42 & 42 & 42 \\
  42 & 42 & 42 & 42 & 42 \\
  42 & 42 & 42 & 42 & 42 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

As these simple array creations occur rather often, the standard library of SAC defines an operation `mkarray` to that effect:

```
int[*] mkarray(int[.] shp, int value)
{
  res = with
    (iv): value
  genarray(shp);
  return(res);
}
```

Here, `int[.]` is a SAC type of integer vectors while the type `int[*]` denotes integer arrays of any shape, including any rank. Using this array skeleton, the above example can be specified as `mkarray([3,5], 42)`.  

In our first example the index variable `iv` is not referred to in the element definition. Therefore, the values of the resulting array do not depend on their position within the array and, hence, are all the same.

A simple example where the individual element values of the resulting array do depend on their index position is the APL operator `iota`, which, given a number `n`, yields the vector `[0, ..., n]`:

```
int[.] iota(int n)
{
  res = with
    (iv): iv[0]
  genarray([n])
  return(res);
}
```

Here, the element values of the resulting vector are solely defined by their index position. Note here that the selection of the first (and only) element of `iv` is necessary as the index variable always constitutes a vector of indices rather than a scalar index.

With this facility, we can define extensions of scalar operations such as addition to multi-dimensional arrays of any shape as:

```
int[*] (+)(int[*] a, int[*] b)
{
  res = with
    (iv): a[iv] + b[iv]
  genarray(shape(a));
  return(res);
}
```

Since the index variable is a first class identifier in SAC, it constitutes an ordinary expression and can be used in arbitrary contexts. As an example, consider the definition of the array skeleton `drop`:

\[\text{\footnote{For the sake of brevity we silently assume the arguments of $+$ to have the same shape.}}\]
int[*] drop(int[.] offset, int[*] a)
{
    res = with
        (iv) : a[iv+offset]
    genarray(shape(a) - offset)
    return(res);
}

It expects two arguments: an offset vector offset specifies the number of elements to be dropped from the individual axes of the array a. The shape of the result array can be computed by subtracting the offset from the shape of a in an element-wise fashion. The individual elements are picked from a using the expression iv+offset as index into a for skipping the elements to be dropped. Thus, we obtain: drop ([2], [0,1,2,3,4]) == [2,3,4].

In analogy to drop we can define the concatenation of two vectors as follows:

int[.] (++)(int[.] a, int[.] b)
{
    res = with
        (iv) : iv<shape(a) ? a[iv] : b[iv-shape(a)]
    genarray(shape(a) + shape(b))
    return(res);
}

With this example we reach the limits of our simple with-loop representation as outlined so far. The conditional expression which depends on values of the index variable iv has basically two disadvantages: Firstly, it is clumsy to read, in particular if we consider more complex array operations that distinguish several different areas within the array to be generated. Secondly, it requires rather complex compiler technology in order to avoid repetitive evaluations of the conditional within the with-loop-body at runtime. To avoid these difficulties of the restricted form of with-loops as presented so far, we introduce the concept of multi-generator with-loops. The basic idea is to replace the pair of an index variable and an expression by several pairs of these and to associate each of the pairs with a range of indices in a way that guarantees all ranges to constitute a partition of the entire index range. Syntactically, the range specification is annotated at the index variable by replacing (idx_vec) with (lb<=idx_vec<ub). Here, lb and ub denote expression which must evaluate to integer vectors of the same length as the shape expression. They define the element-wise minimum and maximum of the index range covered, respectively. In the sequel, we refer to these syntactical forms as generators.

With this extension at hand, we can rewrite the concatenation of two vectors as follows:

int[.] (++)(int[.] a, int[.] b)
{
    res_shp = shape(a) + shape(b);
    res = with
        ([0] <= iv<shape(a)) : a[iv]
        (shape(a) <= iv<res_shp) : b[iv-shape(a)]
    genarray(res_shp)
    return(res);
}

Which of the generator-associated expressions is evaluated to define a certain element of the resulting array now depends on the generator where its index position is located in.\footnote{For the purpose of this paper we assume that any user-defined multi-generator with-loop in fact constitutes a partition of the complete index range. In full SAC we have a slightly less restrictive semantics, which is based on first match. Whenever we cannot statically decide whether the ranges are pairwise disjoint, we transform these multi-generator with-loops into sequences of ordinary with-loops.}
The flexibility of multi-generator WITH-loops allows us not only to define individual array operators such as \texttt{drop} or ++ as WITH-loops but it also enables us to specify more complex array operations as individual WITH-loops. This design constitutes the key prerequisite for a systematic, compiler driven transformation of nested array operations into individual WITH-loops. As an example, consider a nested application of some of the array operations defined above:

\begin{verbatim}
  mkarray([9,4], 0.0) ++++ drop([0,4], B).
\end{verbatim}

Assuming the array B has shape [9,9], the expression \texttt{drop([0,4], B)} yields an array where the first 4 columns of B have been dropped, i.e., of shape [9,5]. Concatenation along the second axis (denoted by ++++\footnote{(1.1)} with an array of zeros of shape [9,4] yields the desired result of shape [9,9] whose elements are 0 within the first 4 columns and copied from B within the last 5 columns.

The overall functionality of this expression can be specified by a single multi-generator WITH-loop as:

\begin{verbatim}
  with
    ([0,0] <= iv < [9,4]) : [0,0]
    ([0,4] <= iv < [9,9]) : B[iv]
  genarray([9,9]).
\end{verbatim}

Comparing the two specifications we can observe that the former encourages code reuse, namely that of the basic operators, whereas the latter is more amenable for a compilation into efficiently executable parallel code. This is due to the fact that all generators define \textit{sets} of index vectors, which implies that generator-associated expressions may be evaluated in any order without affecting the aggregate semantics.

In the remainder of the paper we describe three optimisation techniques that enable our compiler to combine the advantages of both representations: they transform the former into the latter. This is achieved by first inlining the definitions of the individual array operations and then systematically transforming the resulting nesting of WITH-loops into a single one.

3. Running example

We illustrate the combined effect of our three WITH-loop optimisations, folding, fusion and scalarisation, by a running example. In order to demonstrate complexity and versatility of the individual optimisations without making the example overly complicated, we use a rather artificial function \texttt{foo} as shown in Fig. 1.

Our function \texttt{foo} takes a 9×9-element matrix of complex numbers as an argument and yields two such matrices as results. The body of \texttt{foo} contains definitions of an intermediate array B as well as the result arrays C and D. The intermediate array B is defined to take the first five rows of the argument array A concatenated along the first axis with a 4×9-element array of complex ones ([1,0]). The infix operator +++ extends the concatenation operator ++ on vectors, introduced in the previous section, to multi-dimensional arrays. The first result array C is defined as the element-wise sum of the argument array A and a version of the intermediate array B rotated by one row and by two columns towards increasing indices. At last, we define the second result array D as the column-wise concatenation (denoted by ++++) of a 9×4-element array of complex zeros with the right-most five columns of array B.

Fig. 2 provides a graphical illustration of the running example. Frames represent index spaces with the origin being in the upper left corner. We symbolise the different expressions defining elements of arrays B, C and D:

\begin{verbatim}
  complex[9,9], complex[9,9] foo (complex[9,9] A)
  {
    B = take([5,9], A) +++ mkarray([4,9], [1,0]);
    C = A + rotate([1,2], B);
    D = mkarray([9,4], [0,0]) ++++ drop([0,4], B);
    return(C, D);
  }
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 1. Running example using array skeletons.
by circles, bullets, stars and asterisks. For example, in the illustration of array B bullets (•) represent selections into the argument array A (A[iv]) while circles (○) denote complex ones ([1,0]). The index spaces of both arrays B and D consist of two rectangular subranges divided row-wise and column-wise, respectively. The rotate operator yields an array C whose index space consists of four quadrants, as shown in Fig. 2. In each quadrant we must use different offsets for references into array B.

As pointed out in the previous section, in SAC we internally represent all array skeletons by means of WITH-loops. Hence, the internal representation of the code of Fig. 1 consists of eight WITH-loops. Since we have already demonstrated the definition of individual skeletons by WITH-loops in Section 2 and our space is limited, we refrain from showing this version of the running example. Instead, Fig. 3 contains an already partially optimised version, where each of the arrays B, C and D is defined by a single multi-generator WITH-loop. This intermediate version of the running example exactly coincides with the graphical representation in Fig. 2. For example, the elements of the generator shown in line 4 in Fig. 3 are represented by bullets (•) on the left hand side of Fig. 2. Likewise, we use stars (★) to represent the elements of the generator in line 10 in the illustration of array C in Fig. 2. We will use the code shown in Fig. 3 as a basis to illustrate our optimisation techniques in the following three sections.

4. With-loop folding

Our first optimisation technique, WITH-loop-folding, addresses vertical composition of WITH-loops, i.e., the result of one WITH-loop becomes the argument of another WITH-loop. In Fig. 3, we have two examples of vertical composition: array B defined by the first WITH-loop is referred to in both the second and the third WITH-loop. WITH-loop-folding aims at condensing two subsequent WITH-loops into a single one by systematically forward substituting computations associated with the first or source WITH-loop into the second or target WITH-loop. It is inspired by the well known map equivalence

\[(\operatorname{map} f) \circ (\operatorname{map} g) \iff \operatorname{map} (f \circ g)\]

Fig. 2. Illustration of running example.

Fig. 3. Running example after conversion into WITH-loops.

What distinguishes WITH-loop-folding from the simple map equivalence is the fact that WITH-loops generally do not represent uniform operations. Unlike the functions \( f \) and \( g \) in the map equivalence, WITH-loops have access to the index position through its representation by the index identifier. Multi-generator WITH-loops have multiple defining expressions for pairwise disjoint index subsets.

Having a closer look at our running example in Fig. 3 shows some of the challenges. Let us begin with folding the first WITH-loop into the third WITH-loop. The latter has a single reference to array \( B[B[iv]] \). We cannot simply replace the expression \( B[iv] \) by some expression from the first WITH-loop because the first WITH-loop has two generators and each is associated with a different expression. Hence, we must first determine which of the two expressions to take. For this purpose we must relate the current generator \([0,4] \leq iv \leq [9,9]\) to each generator of the first WITH-loop. More precisely, we must compute pairwise intersections. The intersections between our current generator and both generators of the first WITH-loop are non-empty. Therefore, we split our current generator and replace it by the two intersection generators \([0,4] \leq iv \leq [4,9]\) and \([4,4] \leq iv \leq [9,9]\). Both generators are associated with the expression \( B[iv] \).

However, in the next step we can safely replace these references to array \( B \) by the corresponding expressions from the first WITH-loop. Fig. 4 shows the result of this folding step; Fig. 5 provides a graphical illustration in analogy to Fig. 2.

Folding the first WITH-loop of Fig. 3 into the second WITH-loop is further complicated by index computations. In order to identify the correct defining expression from the source WITH-loop, we must first translate the current generator with respect to the index computation. More precisely, we must identify the index computation as an affine function of the index vector and apply this affine function to the boundary vectors of the current generator. Taking the first generator of the second WITH-loop in as an example, the original generator \([0,0] \leq iv \leq [1,7]\) is translated into \([8,2] \leq iv \leq [9,9]\). After that we systematically compute the intersections between the translated generator and each generator of the referenced WITH-loop. The first intersection turns out to be empty and is ignored. Hence, all references to array \( B \) associated with the first generator of the target WITH-loop actually fall into the index set defined by the second generator of the source WITH-loop. Hence, we may safely replace \( B[iv+[8,2]] \) by \([1,0]\) and continue with the remaining generators of the target WITH-loop.

In general, an expression in a source WITH-loop contains references to the index vector of the source WITH-loop (\( iv \) in our running example). In this case, all such references must be replaced by the translated reference to the target WITH-loop’s index vector when the defining expression is moved from the scope of the source WITH-loop into the scope of the target WITH-loop. This can be observed for the third and the fourth generator of the resulting WITH-loop in Fig. 4.

Having a closer look at Fig. 5 shows a typical phenomenon: The first and the second generator of the WITH-loop defining array \( C \) could be coalesced since they are associated with identical expressions and the union of their index sets can be represented by a single generator. The same holds for the fifth and the sixth generator.

```c
complex[9,9], complex[9,9] foo (complex[9,9] A)
{
    C = with
        ([0,0] \leq iv \leq [1,2]) : A[iv] + [1,0]
        ([0,2] \leq iv \leq [1,9]) : A[iv] + [1,0]
        ([1,0] \leq iv \leq [6,2]) : A[iv] + A[iv-[1, -7]]
        ([1,2] \leq iv \leq [6,9]) : A[iv] + A[iv-[1, 2]]
        ([6,0] \leq iv \leq [9,2]) : A[iv] + [1,0]
        ([6,2] \leq iv \leq [9,9]) : A[iv] + [1,0]
    genarray([9,9]);
    D = with
        ([0,0] \leq iv \leq [9,4]) : [0,0]
        ([0,4] \leq iv \leq [5,9]) : A[iv]
        ([5,4] \leq iv \leq [9,9]) : [1,0]
    genarray([9,9]);
    return( C, D);
}
```

Fig. 4. Running example after WITH-loop-folding.
Accompanying WITH-loop-folding with a post-processing generator coalescing transformation has the benefit of fewer generators to be handled in subsequent applications of WITH-loop-folding and the other WITH-loop optimisations.

Proper WITH-loop-folding, as illustrated in the context of our running example, requires significant static knowledge about the array shapes and generators involved. Hence, WITH-loop-folding can only be as effective as static knowledge is available or can be inferred by means of other optimisations. For this purpose, we have incorporated a comprehensive collection of standard optimisation techniques into the SAC compiler, e.g., function inlining, function specialisation, loop unrolling, constant folding, or constant propagation to name just a few [9].

Comparing the original running example in Fig. 1 with the optimised representation in Fig. 4 we witness a reduction in the number of array skeletons or WITH-loops from 8 to 2. This comes with a substantial reduction in the number of intermediate arrays which in turn reduces the overhead for memory management and improves the locality of data. Taking into account that individual WITH-loops or array skeletons are the source of concurrency we aim to exploit for parallel execution, we achieve substantial reductions of communication and synchronisation overhead at the same time. Furthermore, we observe a systematic transformation from compositions of array skeletons with a well defined, application-unspecific meaning like take or rotate into fewer array skeletons that are highly application-specific.

Despite its beneficial role in our running example, WITH-loop-folding must be applied with care. As a matter of fact, WITH-loop-folding may duplicate computations, e.g., by folding computations of a source WITH-loop into several target WITH-loops or by replacing multiple references in a single target WITH-loop by the same expression from the source WITH-loop. Considering the continuously increasing discrepancy between processor and memory speeds, we may actually duplicate non-negligible amounts of computational work before an additional memory access pays off. The exact break-even point is both highly machine-dependent and difficult to predict. In the absence of a sufficiently accurate cost model, we take care not to increase the number of memory references or to duplicate applications of recursive functions. This rather simple control scheme has proved to be sufficient in practice.

A more thorough treatment of WITH-loop-folding as a compiler optimisation technique and its implementation in the SAC compiler can be found in [11]. We investigate the impact of WITH-loop-folding on the runtime performance of compiled SAC code and, as a consequence, on the style of programming in SAC in [14].

5. With-loop fusion

WITH-loop-fusion addresses horizontal compositions of WITH-loops. Horizontal composition is characterised by two a more WITH-loops without data dependences that iterate over the same index space or at least over similar index spaces. In the current representation of our running example, shown in Fig. 4, the two remaining WITH-loops form such a horizontal composition. The idea of WITH-loop-fusion is to fuse such WITH-loops into a single one that simultaneously defines both arrays. Simultaneous definition of multiple values requires an extension of our WITH-loops that goes beyond their introduction in Section 2. We call this extension multi-operator WITH-loop. Fig. 6 shows the effect of WITH-loop-fusion on the running example; a graphical illustration of the index space can be found in Fig. 7.

The multi-operator WITH-loop in Fig. 6 defines two arrays of $9 \times 9$ elements, as can be deduced from the repeated occurrence of the key word genarray. Two identifiers (C and D) are bound to these arrays by a simultaneous assignment. As we define two different arrays, each generator is actually associated with two expressions, separated by a comma. While the value of the first expression serves the initialisation of the first
result array (C), the value of the second expression defines the element values of the second result array (D). Although not shown in the running example, multi-operator WITH-loops in general may freely combine genarray and fold operations, and the number of simultaneously defined values may well exceed two.

We have intentionally not introduced multi-operator WITH-loops in Section 2 as they are not necessary to define well designed array skeletons. Simultaneous definition of multiple different values runs counter the principles of good software engineering, that aim at identifying simple general-purpose abstractions. Any array skeleton that yields two values could easily be replaced by two simpler skeletons yielding one of the values each. However, as the result of a program transformation, the ability to simultaneously define multiple values is an important prerequisite for achieving high runtime performance.

Fusing the two WITH-loops of Fig. 4 to the single multi-operator WITH-loop of Fig. 6 requires us to make the index spaces defined by the various generators uniform. We achieve this by systematically computing the intersections between each generator of the first WITH-loop and each generator of the second WITH-loop. In the running example as well as in practice most of these intersections are in fact empty. Hence, rather than facing a quadratic explosion in the number of generators we usually observe only a modest increase.

WITH-loop-fusion reduces the loop overhead in the executable code, but more important is the effect of sharing information otherwise computed individually in both WITH-loops. For example, the expressions associated with generators 6 and 8 in Fig. 6 contain two references to argument array A (A[iv]). In the original non-fused representation of the code in Fig. 4 the iteration distance between two accesses to the same element of array A is proportional to the size of the array. Hence, for relevant problem sizes we may not expect the second reference to be a cache hit, and we effectively end up with two main memory accesses. WITH-loop-fusion manipulates the sequence of array references such that references to the same element of argument array A for computing arrays C and D occur one after the other. As a consequence the second reference is almost certainly a cache hit. Furthermore, minor additional compilation effort allows us to completely eliminate the second array reference and to reuse the value stored in a register as a result of the first array reference. Speaking in terms of parallel execution, WITH-loop-fusion reduces the overhead inflicted by communication and synchronisation. Both original WITH-loops share the argument array A, which must only be communicated once instead of twice. Furthermore, we eliminate the synchronisation barrier between the two original WITH-loops.

![Fig. 6. Running example after WITH-loop-fusion.](image1)

![Fig. 7. Illustration of running example after WITH-loop-fusion.](image2)
Similar to WITH-loop-folding, we must take some care before applying WITH-loop-fusion. Although we have not observed this in practice, the systematic computation of intersections of index sets may lead to an explosion in the number of generators. The corresponding fragmentation of the index space hinders the generation of efficiently executable code. A separate issue is the growth of the memory footprint if the argument sets of two WITH-loops to be fused are not identical. If the intersection of argument sets is small and the reordering of memory references cannot be exploited to increase data locality to a significant extent, the increased memory footprint may in fact reduce the cache hit rate and, as a consequence, result in an overall performance degradation. While we have rarely found such cases in practice, WITH-loop-fusion must be avoided by a careful analysis of these cases.

A more thorough treatment of WITH-loop-fusion including runtime experiments with its implementation in the SAC compiler can be found in [12].

6. With-loop scalarisation

So far, we have not paid attention to the element types of the arrays involved. Both WITH-loop-folding and WITH-loop-fusion would have had exactly the same effect on arrays of integers or doubles as on arrays of complex numbers. However, a significant difference is that unlike integers and doubles complex numbers are not built-in in SAC. Instead, they are defined as 2-element vectors in SAC itself, and the type \texttt{complex} is actually user-defined. As a consequence, our \(9 \times 9\)-element arrays of complex numbers are in fact three-dimensional arrays of shape \(9 \times 9 \times 2\). In this light, all operations on the “element level” are, in fact, again array skeletons. For example, in the definition of our addition skeleton:\(^3\)

\[
\text{complex[*]} (+) (\text{complex[*]} A, \text{complex[*]} B)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
R &= \text{with} \\
& \quad \text{genarray}(\text{shape}(A)); \\
& \quad \text{return}(R);
\end{align*}
\]

the application of the infix operator + in the body of the WITH-loop in fact refers to our addition skeleton on double arrays:

\[
\text{double[*]} (+) (\text{double[*]} A, \text{double[*]} B)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
R &= \text{with} \\
& \quad \text{genarray}(\text{shape}(A)); \\
& \quad \text{return}(R);
\end{align*}
\]

Only the application of the infix operator + in the body of the latter WITH-loop actually refers to the built-in arithmetic operator. Combining both skeletons yields two nested WITH-loops:

\[
R = \text{with} \\
\quad (iv) : \text{with} \\
\quad \quad (kv) : (A[iv])[kv] + (B[iv])[kv] \\
& \quad \quad \text{genarray}(\text{shape}(A[iv])); \\
& \quad \quad \text{genarray}(\text{shape}(A));
\]

\(^3\) To keep the example simple, we silently assume argument arrays to be of identical shape.
Naive compilation of these WITH-loops yields inefficient code. For each index of the outer WITH-loop we effectively create a 2-element array. Later we must copy the values from this intermediate array into the result array \( R \). References to the argument arrays \( A \) and \( B \) happen in two steps: first we create another intermediate 2-element array holding a single complex number, then we successively extract real and imaginary parts before we actually compute the desired sums. Considering the role of WITH-loops as representations of parallel execution yields substantial further overhead. Generally, we would prefer to exploit concurrency in the outer coarse-grain WITH-loop rather than in the inner fine-grain WITH-loop.

WITH-loop-scalar-isation aims at eliminating all these sources of overhead by merging nested WITH-loops into a single one. The name “scalarisation” reflects our goal to create WITH-loops that effectively operate on the level of scalar values. Fig. 8 demonstrates the effect of WITH-loop-scalar-isation on the running example.

The scalarised WITH-loop contains two generators for each generator of the original outer WITH-loop, one for the corresponding real parts and one for the corresponding imaginary parts of the complex numbers involved. There are no more two-element vectors which results in less memory management overhead. Furthermore, the individual values are directly written into the result arrays without any copying from temporary vectors. The fine-grain skeletons for the additions of complex numbers have been absorbed within the coarse-grain skeleton that constitutes the entire function body now. Last but not least, we can replace aggregate complex constants one and zero by scalar numbers.

Technically spoken, WITH-loop-scalar-isation aims at identifying nested WITH-loops where the generators of the inner WITH-loop do not depend on the index vector of the outer WITH-loop or such a data dependence can be eliminated by other measures. If the outer WITH-loop is a multi-generator WITH-loop this prerequisite must be met by all generator-associated expressions. Likewise, all generator-associated expressions of the outer WITH-loop must contain a suitable inner WITH-loop.

If all conditions are met, we take each generator of the outer WITH-loop and combine it with each generator of the associated inner WITH-loop to form several new generators of the new, scalarised WITH-loop. This is done by concatenating the generator and shape vectors of the WITH-loops involved and by adjusting the index variables accordingly. Subsequently, we replace the typical cascading references into argument arrays like \((A[iv])[kv]\) in the code examples above by single references to scalar elements making use of the new index vector of the scalarised WITH-loop.

double[9,9,2], double[9,9,2] foo (double[9,9,2] A)
{
    C, D =
    with
        \((0,0,0) <= iv < (1,4,1)) : A[iv] + 1, 0
        \((0,0,1) <= iv < (1,4,2)) : A[iv] + 0, 0
        \((0,4,0) <= iv < (1,9,1)) : A[iv] + 1, 1
        \((0,4,1) <= iv < (1,9,2)) : A[iv] + 0, 0
        \((1,0,0) <= iv < (6,2,1)) : A[iv] + A[iv-1,-7,0], 0
        \((1,0,1) <= iv < (6,2,2)) : A[iv] + A[iv-1,-7,0], 0
        \((1,2,0) <= iv < (6,4,1)) : A[iv] + A[iv-1, 2,0], 0
        \((1,2,1) <= iv < (6,4,2)) : A[iv] + A[iv-1, 2,0], 0
        \((1,4,0) <= iv < (4,9,1)) : A[iv] + A[iv-1, 2,0], 1
        \((1,4,1) <= iv < (4,9,2)) : A[iv] + A[iv-1, 2,0], 0
        \((6,0,0) <= iv < (9,4,1)) : A[iv] + 1, 0
        \((6,0,1) <= iv < (9,4,2)) : A[iv] + 0, 0
        \((6,4,0) <= iv < (9,9,1)) : A[iv] + 1, A[iv]
        \((6,4,1) <= iv < (9,9,2)) : A[iv] + 0, A[iv]
    genarray( [9,9,2] )
    genarray( [9,9,2] )
    return( C, D);
}

Fig. 8. Running example after WITH-loop-scalarisation.
A tricky issue in WITH-loop-scalar-isation is the potential duplication of code. For example, in the code fragment

```latex
\textbf{with}
\begin{align*}
(iv) : \text{fun}(iv) + \textbf{with} \\
(kv) : \ldots
\end{align*}
\textbf{genarray}(\ldots)
```

the subexpression $\text{fun}(iv)$ is loop-dependent with respect to the outer WITH-loop, but loop-invariant with respect to the inner WITH-loop. A single scalarised WITH-loop offers no opportunities to express the fact that the computation of $\text{fun}$ is invariant to the inner axes of the result array. As a consequence, computations of $\text{fun}$ are effectively duplicated. Whether or not this multiplication of work effectively outweighs the gains of WITH-loop-scalar-isation, depends on the individual case and is often difficult to predict. Therefore, we currently support two variants of WITH-loop-scalar-isation: a conservative variant that only scalarises WITH-loops without duplication of work and an aggressive variant that trades duplication of work for reduced runtime overhead otherwise.

Further details on WITH-loop-scalar-isation including experiments with its implementation in the SAC compiler can be found in [13].

7. Related work

Algorithmic skeletons are a popular approach to high-level parallel programming [4,8,7,17]. In this context frameworks of meaning-preserving transformation rules have been developed that aim at replacing multiple related instances of skeletons by a presumably more efficient combination, sometimes based on a cost model [18–20]. More specific to high-level array processing is the psi-calculus [21] that offers transformation rules on APL-like array operations. Similar optimisations have been proposed on the level of collective operations in MPI [22]. All these approaches have in common that code transformations always remain within the given set of existing skeletons.

In main-stream functional languages such as HASKELL, CLEAN, or ML, separate parts of a program are typically glued together using intermediate data structures other than arrays. Hence, a considerable amount of research effort went into the development of techniques for their detection and elimination. They are generally referred to as deforestation or fusion techniques [23–27]. Although they are similar in spirit to our optimisations, their setting differs from our’s as they are based on linked lists rather than multi-dimensional arrays. Array related research in the area of functional programming has mostly focused on achieving reasonable efficiency in general: [28–30] discuss issues such as strictness, unboxing and the aggregate update problem. A variant of deforestation for arrays is described in [31]; it is similar to WITH-loop-folding adapted to the context of HASKELL arrays.

An optimisation that bears some resemblance to WITH-loop-scalar-isation is the flattening transformation [32] of NESL. In contrast to SAC, arrays in NESL are irregular, e.g., each row of a matrix may have a different size. This format is particularly amenable to the representation of irregular problems or sparse data structures. The flattening operation aims at transforming a multi-dimensional irregular array into a flat data vector and an auxiliary vector encapsulating all structural information.

There is a plethora of work on fusion of FORTRAN-style do-loops [33–36]. While the intentions are similar to the objectives of our optimisations, the setting is fairly different. Despite their name, our WITH-loops represent potentially complex array comprehensions with abstract descriptions of multi-dimensional index spaces rather than conventional loops. Whereas WITH-loops define the computation of an aggregate value in an abstract way, do-loops merely define a control flow that leads to a specific sequence of read and write operations. Since the fusion of do-loops changes this sequence, a compiler must prove that both the old and the new sequence are semantically equivalent. Moreover, the new sequence should be beneficial with respect to some metric. Since both require thorough code analysis, much of the work on loop fusion in FORTRAN is devoted to identification of dependences and anti-dependences on a scalar or elementary level. In contrast, the functional setting of SAC rules out anti-dependences and discloses the data flow. Rather than reasoning on the level of scalar elements, our optimisations address the issue on the level of abstract representations of index spaces.
8. Conclusions and future work

The design of skeletons for expressing concurrent computations usually faces a conflict between software engineering demands and performance issues. Good principles of software engineering call for general-purpose fine-grain skeletons that provide ample opportunities for code reuse and suggest their successive composition into larger programs. In order to achieve high runtime performance, however, coarse-grain, application-specific skeletons are more beneficial. In essence, we face the trade-off between a design that suits the human programmer and a design that suits execution on conventional computing machinery.

In this paper we describe an approach to overcome this dilemma, that we have developed in the context of skeletal generic array programming and implemented as well as evaluated in the context of the functional array language SAC. In SAC all array skeletons are internally mapped to a more general meta skeleton, named WITH-loop. Three tailor-made program transformations, namely WITH-loop-folding, WITH-loop-fusion and WITH-loop-scalarisation, aim at merging vertical, horizontal and nested compositions of WITH-loops, respectively, into single, more complex WITH-loops. They effectively eliminate temporary, intermediate arrays, reduce the amount of communication and synchronisation overhead, and improve the ratio between productive computation and overhead inflicted by the organisation of parallel program execution.

In conjunction, folding, fusion and scalarisation restructure entire application programs from a representation that is amenable to code development and maintenance towards a representation that is suitable for efficient parallel execution. Having them implemented as compiler optimisations allows programmers to enjoy the benefits of code reuse and improved programming productivity in general that come with the use of a generic, high-level programming environment. Nevertheless, the compiler, by tacitly though aggressively employing code restructuring optimisation techniques, generates executable code that often is similar to low-level hand-coded solutions, both in style and runtime performance achieved.

Space limitations prevent us from providing empirical evidence for our claims. As far as the individual code transformations are concerned, such information may be found in specific papers [14,12,13]. We have also conducted various case studies on evaluating our approach in general for solving non-trivial problems [37–39]. They show that our merging techniques for array skeletons are crucial for high runtime performance both in the sequential and in the parallel case. We achieved sequential runtimes competitive with hand-coded FORTRAN code for the numerical application kernels we examined. Nevertheless, implicit parallelisation showed near-linear speedups on shared memory multiprocessors.

Of course, our approach is not without limitations. Effective application of folding, fusion and scalarisation depends on certain degrees of static knowledge about the code. However, this information is inferred by the compiler from generic specifications like those used in Sections 2 and 3. To this effect we heavily exploit the functional semantics of SAC for data flow analysis and partial evaluation. While the presented code transformations, at least in principle, can be done in an imperative setting as well, their effective application requires code analysis that is generally more difficult than in the functional setting. If for some reason the static knowledge is insufficient for the compiler to effectively apply code transformations with the necessary rigour, runtime performance is likely to be inferior to low-level hand-coded solutions.

We currently work on improving the effective applicability of folding, fusion and scalarisation to a wider range of programs. For the time being, computing intersections between generators, for example, relies on static knowledge of the range boundaries. In the future we aim at covering cases with incomplete static knowledge through symbolic analysis. Another area of future work is the extension of WITH-loop-fusion to fuse WITH-loops whose index spaces are similar, though not identical. In such cases we may extend fusion candidates to the convex hull of their individual index spaces by introducing dummy generators that are not associated with any computation and fuse them thereafter.
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